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CALLING  FOR  POETRY

SUBMISSION !

Are you an alumni of 
The Guild of Artistes and Poets?

This is your opportunity to have your poem
published in the First ever GAP Anthology! 
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The Guild of Artistes and Poets (GAP) is inviting its past
members to contribute to a proposed publication titled:

A New Africa: A GAP Anthology. 

The idea behind our title, "A New Africa", has been inspired  by
the ongoing events across the continent. 

We are witnessing the painful clamour and  movement for an
overdue change across the continent, led by the vibrant African

youth. 
The Poet's response: Grab a pen. 

Observe, envision, participate and capture ongoing events
through the magic of the pen.  

This gives each contributor a voice documented in history.  
Let's engage these interesting times with our mighty power of

words. 
The pen is mightier than the sword.

The Anthology will be published by Hot Coffee Books, a London
based publishing house. 

Publication timeline: December 2020. 



Two submissions per person.
Poems can be submitted in any style or theme. If it has been
read at a previous GAP event, it will be given priority. 
Each Poem submitted, should not be longer than 2 A4-sized
pages (the shorter the better). There are no restrictions on
the number of words and lines.
Open to GAP members and interested members of The GAP.
The best 60 poems will be published in The Anthology via
digital and print production.
20 poems will be selected from the collection to be performed
and produced into audio format.
The editors' picks will be final.
All profits will be donated to a nominated charity involved in
any of the African protests.
Submission ends on 30th November, 2020

Guidelines for Entries:

Interested persons should send their entries to:

info@hotcoffeebooks.com



The GAP is the book club, the poet's corner, the musician's
audience, the rapper's delight, the painter's gallery, the actor's
stage and the author's reader. The GAP is the moviegoer's box

office and the court jester's court. The GAP is the avid student of
life's philosophies. 

The GAP is heated discussions and the clashing of intellectual
(and some not-too-intellectual) views, in the melting pot of peers.
It is the laughter of old friends and the understanding between

new ones. 

The GAP is camaraderie, companions and colleagues working
together to rebuild and repair the torn fabric of our society,

through creative words that inspire action. 

The GAP is you, the GAP is me....The GAP is us. 

What is The GAP?



The GAP (Guild of Artists and Poets) is a non-profit organization, which
aims at developing, fostering and promoting the creative art within and

beyond Nigeria. 

Founded in 2001 by Paul Okeugo and Audu Maikori, the vision for The
GAP was to provide a place where creative minds could express their

art, a place where people could play and learn at the same time. 

The GAP accepts and applauds all forms and types of art and
philosophies, and strives to use leisure to explore them, thereby

expanding collective knowledge and acting as a much needed catalyst
for positive change, in all areas of human endeavour. 

The GAP encourages creativity, not only as a means of self expression,
but as a means to empower the people, because KNOWLEDGE is

POWER.

 The GAP supports all individuals; all expression and interpretation are
given room. 

About The Gap


